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ABSTRACT

To better understand human RNA polymerase II (Pol
II) promoters in the context of promoter-proximal
pausing and local chromatin organization, 5′ and 3′
ends of nascent capped transcripts and the loca-
tions of nearby nucleosomes were accurately identi-
fied through sequencing at exceptional depth. High-
quality visualization tools revealed a preferred se-
quence that defines over 177 000 core promoters with
strengths varying by >10 000-fold. This sequence
signature encompasses and better defines the bind-
ing site for TFIID and is surprisingly invariant over
a wide range of promoter strength. We identified a
sequence motif associated with promoter-proximal
pausing and demonstrated that cap methylation only
begins once transcripts are about 30 nt long. Map-
ping also revealed a ∼150 bp periodic downstream
sequence element (PDE) following the typical pause
location, strongly suggestive of a +1 nucleosome
positioning element. A nuclear run-off assay utiliz-
ing the unique properties of the DNA fragmenta-
tion factor (DFF) coupled with sequencing of DFF
protected fragments demonstrated that a +1 nucle-
osome is present downstream of paused Pol II. Our
data more clearly define the human Pol II promoter: a
TFIID binding site with built-in downstream informa-
tion directing ubiquitous promoter-proximal pausing
and downstream nucleosome location.

INTRODUCTION

In spite of decades of research, the metazoan Pol II pro-
moter remains poorly understood. Biochemical and mech-

anistic studies of Pol II transcription have achieved major
advances using promoters with canonical TATA elements
that support single transcription start sites (TSSs) (1–3).
This work has led to the identification of a set of general
transcription factors required for initiation by Pol II, cul-
minating in the determination of structures of the complete
Pol II preinitiation and elongation complexes (4–9). How-
ever, it is now appreciated that the very large majority of
Pol II promoters do not have TATA elements. While Pol
II TSSs are often associated with a minimal initiator (Inr)
and some TATA-less promoters depend on specific down-
stream elements (DSEs), many promoters lack clearly de-
fined sequence motifs (10). More importantly, most Pol II
promoters do not support single or tightly grouped TSSs.
Instead, TSSs are often scattered within regions which can
span a hundred bp or more. Such TSS groups are often re-
ferred to as dispersed or diffuse promoters (10–17). Criti-
cally, it is not known whether such regions consist of groups
of promoters analogous to the well-characterized examples
with tightly grouped TSSs or instead represent a mechanis-
tically distinct promoter class. Indeed, in light of these ob-
servations the definition of a Pol II promoter is not entirely
clear.

This fundamental uncertainty about Pol II promoter
structure is linked to unanswered questions concerning the
earliest stages of transcript elongation. Pausing by Pol II
after synthesizing ∼20–60 nt of RNA occurs at essentially
all metazoan promoters (18–20), but the relationship of
pause sites to template sequence, promoter strength, and
promoter class is not understood. It has been suggested that
the immediately downstream +1 nucleosome seen in bulk
chromatin drives pausing (21–24), but other roles for that
nucleosome have been proposed including facilitating PIC
assembly (25–27). Alternatively, the +1 nucleosome might
be positioned by the paused polymerase (16,28,29). Pro-
posals for the function of TSS-proximal metazoan nucleo-
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somes often rely on a stereotypical spacing relative to the
TSS, with a nucleosome-depleted region immediately up-
stream and the +1 nucleosome located with its proximal
edge ∼50 nt downstream (30–32). However, such models
are very difficult to reconcile with the reality of widely dis-
persed TSSs. They are also limited by the possibility that
promoter-proximal nucleosomes are differentially sensitive
to micrococcal nuclease typically used for nucleosome map-
ping, relative to bulk nucleosomes (24,33–36). In fact, it has
not been rigorously demonstrated that there is a +1 nucle-
osome downstream on the small fraction of templates that
are occupied by paused Pol II.

Further advances in unifying current results on transcrip-
tion complex assembly, pausing and promoter-proximal
chromatin structure depend on obtaining a much deeper
and more precise understanding of the Pol II promoter. To
address this problem, we have essentially relied on Pol II it-
self for information. We have developed a method for gener-
ating promoter-proximal nascent RNAs in nuclei in which
both TSSs and pause sites are determined with accurate,
base pair precision for hundreds of thousands of promot-
ers, supporting levels of RNA synthesis varying by up to 10
000-fold. We began our study with the simple goal of exam-
ining cap methylation during transcription, but we quickly
realized that the datasets generated had so much informa-
tion on Pol II promoters that they demanded further anal-
ysis. Most of our efforts then turned to developing tools to
visualize the complex data and this resulted in new hypothe-
ses that required additional experimental approaches. Our
collective findings lead to a strikingly simple and profound
conclusion: Pol II promoters are TFIID binding sites that
have downstream sequence information directing both the
ubiquitous promoter proximal pause and the proximal nu-
cleosome location.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Generation of NasCap datasets

Initial steps. Adherent HeLa cells were grown in T150
flasks at 37◦C and 5% CO2 in 30 ml DMEM (Gibco 11965-
092) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco
26140-079). 1 h prior to harvest, when cells were at 80–
90% confluence, 10 ml of media was removed from each
flask and either 30 �l of DMSO or 1 mM flavopiridol in
DMSO was added before the mixture was returned to the
flask (final concentrations 0.1% DMSO or 1 �M flavopiri-
dol and 0.1% DMSO). All rapid nuclei isolation steps were
performed on wet ice using ice-cold buffers as previously
described (37,38). The nuclear run-on (NRO) with biotiny-
lated NTPs, streptavidin M-280 selection, and 3′ adapter
(containing a 4 nt redundant unique molecular identifier)
ligation and clean up steps were performed as previously
described (39).

Removal of uncapped transcripts. The two RNA samples
from control and flavopiridol treated cells were individu-
ally treated sequentially with RNA 5′ polyphosphatase, Ter-
minator 5′-phosphate dependent exonuclease, and shrimp
alkaline phosphatase as previously described for the PRO-
Cap procedure (39).

Preparation of anti-m7G beads. To overcome problems
of RNase contamination of commercial preparations of
cap binding antibody beads, we started with Ascites fluid
containing anti-2,2,7-trimethylguanosine antibodies (Cal-
biochem CS214155). The preparation was diluted 1:10 in
35 mM KCl HGKEDP (25 mM HEPES pH 7.6, 15% glyc-
erol, 35 mM KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT and 0.1%
isopropanol-saturated PMSF) containing 0.5% Triton X-
100 and fractionated with an 80 ml gradient (50 mM to
1 M KCl HGKEDP) over a Mono Q HR 10/10 column.
Fractions eluting around 100 mM KCl containing the pure
IgG were pooled. 37.5 �g antibody was bound to 37.5 �l of
protein G Sepharose beads (Sigma P3296) after washing the
beads sequentially with 200 �l each of RIPA buffer (25 mM
Tris, pH 7.8,150 mM sodium chloride,1% Triton X-100,
0.1% SDS,1 mM EDTA, 0.01 U/�l SUPERase-In and 0.1%
PMSF (saturated in isopropanol and added fresh), then
binding buffer (25 mM Tris, pH 7.8, 50 mM sodium chlo-
ride,1 mM EDTA, 0.02% Tween20, 0.01 U/�l SUPERase-
In and 0.1% PMSF), binding buffer with 0.2 mg/ml BSA,
RIPA buffer and finally binding buffer. Incubation with the
protein and beads was in 300 ul binding buffer for 1 h at
4◦C. Antibody beads were washed with RIPA buffer and
then binding buffer and stored at 4◦C.

Separation of m7G capped RNAs from non-methylated
capped RNAs. 1 �l of SUPERase-In was added to 20
�l of each sample before they were incubated with 15
�l of the anti-m7G beads. After an hour of rotation at
4◦C beads were settled and the supernatant was removed
(non-methylated RNAs). Beads (m7G capped RNA) were
washed twice with 200 �l of RIPA buffer and once with 200
�l of binding buffer. RNA was isolated using Trizol from
the supernatant and the beads. After precipitation with
added glycogen and washing of the pellet with 70% ethanol,
the RNA was dried and resuspended in water. RNA decap-
ping and 5′ adaptor (containing a second 4 nt redundant
unique molecular identifier) ligation was performed on the
resulting RNA before a third streptavidin purification (39).

Library amplification and size selection. Test amplifica-
tions were performed to determine the number of cycles
needed to obtain enough library material and finally a full-
scale amplification using barcoded primers was performed.
Libraries were analyzed by gel electrophoresis, Qubit and
finally using the Agilent Bioanalyzer. Libraries were pooled
and size selected 135–600 bp using a BluePippin and rean-
alyzed before being diluted for sequencing on an Illumina
HiSeq 4000.

NasCap analysis

Raw sequences were first trimmed using trim galore
0.4.4 (https://github.com/FelixKrueger/TrimGalore) and
then aligned with the UCSC hg38 assembly using bowtie
v1.2.2 (40). Additionally, bowtie was used to trim the 4
bp Unique Molecular Identifiers (UMI) from both ends of
each read prior to alignment with a minimum insert size of
26 bp. Aligned samples were deduplicated using the dedup
program to collapse identical mapped reads with redundant
UMIs and remove the biotinylated NTP from the 3′ end

https://github.com/FelixKrueger/TrimGalore
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Table 1. Read statistics and average transcript length

Average paused transcript length (nt)

Datasets Total reads Max to Max Select TSSs Max to Max Select TSSs Top 10% Top 1%

m7G capped control 39,093,914 177,098 522,186 38.6 41.2 41.7 42.1
m7G capped flavo 15,113,070 95,557 240,896 39.5 41.8 42.2 42.6
capped w/o m7 control 3,024,848 16,241 26,892 33.6 32.1 31.5 29.3
capped w/o m7 flavo 1,433,860 9,997 15,480 35.5 35.4 35.1 33.1

Total paired-end read counts for the four datasets and for the MaxTSS to MaxTPS (Max to Max) and Selected TSS subsets are indicated. In addition,
the average lengths of transcripts associated with paused Pol II from the Max to Max and Selected TSS subsets as well as for the Top 10% and 1% of the
Selected TSS subset are shown.

(https://github.com/P-TEFb/dedup). 5′ and 3′ site tracks
for each strand and sample were first generated in bed-
Graph format using bedtools v2.26 (41), and then converted
into bigwig format using the Kent UCSC utility program
called bedGraphToBigWig (42), for display on the UCSC
Genome Browser.

Nuclear run-off reactions

HeLa nuclei treatments, isolations, and nuclear walk-on
reactions were done as previously described with slight
modification to the walk-on procedure (37). In short, 1–
3 × 105 nuclei were incubated in 20 mM HEPES pH 7.6,
5 mM Mg(Ac)2, 5 mM DTT, 100 mM K(Ac), and 0.25
U/�l SUPERase-In with and without both 1.33 �g/ml �-
amanitin (Sigma A2263) and approximately 2.5 �g of puri-
fied DFF40 at 37◦C for 10 min in 24 �l. Immediately after
digestion, the solution was raised to 30 �l of 0.5% Sarko-
syl, 150 mM K(Ac), and 0.0833 �M �-32P-CTP to allow for
radio-label incorporation for 3 min. Reactions were chased
with 500 �M of cold ATP, UTP, GTP, and CTP for 10
minutes. Due to the dramatic increase in viscosity due to
the release of DNA from chromatin with Sarkosyl, chasing
was performed by tripling the volume to 90 �l and down-
up pipetting with a cut pipette tip. Elongation was stopped
with stop solution containing 20 mM EDTA, 0.1M Tris, 1%
Sarkosyl and 200 �g/ml Torula Yeast RNA to a final vol-
ume of 120 �l. Transcripts were isolated by Trizol LS (Am-
bion 10296028), precipitated by the addition of three vol-
umes of 95% ethanol and 500 mM NH4(Ac), washed with
70% ethanol, and analyzed using 6% urea–PAGE. Total
RNA was visualized by ethidium bromide staining and ra-
diolabeled RNAs were visualized with a Fujifilm Typhoon
FLA-7000 phosphorimager.

MaxTSS to MaxTPS, selected TSS and 200 bp TSR
datasets

Three different methods were used to select TSSs from the
m7G NasCap dataset generated from control cells. The
first method involved identification of TSRs using tsrFin-
derM1 that identifies clusters of TSSs from 5′ read den-
sities with user-defined parameters (https://github.com/P-
TEFb/tsrFinderM1). Here, TSRs were identified using a
20 bp TSR with at least 20 reads that were 600 bp or less
with an average read length of at least 30 bp. TSRs over-
lapping within 50 bp from the start and end of a genomic
interval involving microRNA (miRNA), ribosomal RNA

(rRNA), small cytoplasmic RNA (scRNA), small nuclear
RNA (snRNA), small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA), small
Cajal body-specific RNA (scaRNA), and transfer RNA
(collectively called the small RNA blacklist) were removed
from further analysis (39). Additionally, chromosomes 1
through 22, X, and Y were retained for this analysis. In
each TSR, the TSS containing the most mapped reads was
defined as the MaxTSS and with rare ties being resolved
by random selection of one of the two. For each MaxTSS
a MaxTPS was assigned based on the number of 3′ reads
(minimum of 2) with a maximum length of 100 bp. A to-
tal of 177,098 MaxTSS to MaxTPS intervals were found.
The Selected TSS dataset was created from all TSSs (over 6
million total) present that have a read density of at least 10
reads and a maximum length of 100 bp. A total of 522 186
Selected TSSs were found. Refer to Table 1 for read statis-
tics. The third method involved identification of TSRs using
tsrFinderM2 that detects non-overlapping TSRs centered
on MaxTSSs with user-defined parameters (https://github.
com/P-TEFb/tsrFinderM2). Here TSRs were identified us-
ing a 200 bp TSR centered on the MaxTSS with at least
10 reads that were 600 bp or less. TSRs overlapping within
50 bp from the start and end of a genomic interval of the
small RNA blacklist above were removed from further anal-
ysis (39). SINE and LINE element intervals were obtained
from the UCSC hg38 repeat masker databases and used to
remove overlapping TSRs. TSRs associated with chromo-
somes 1 through 22, X, and Y were retained for further
analysis. For each MaxTSS a MaxTPS was assigned based
on the number of 3′ reads (minimum of 2) with a maximum
length of 100 bp. A total of 62 381 intervals were found.
The standard deviation of the positions of TSSs within each
TSR was calculated.

MaxTPS dataset

TPRs were identified in the four NasCap datasets with
tprFinder that identifies clusters of TPSs from 3′ read den-
sities with user-defined parameters. (https://github.com/P-
TEFb/tprFinder). Here, TPRs were identified using a 40 bp
TPR with at least 20 reads that were 600 bp or less with
an average read length of at least 30 bp. TPRs overlapping
within 50 bp from the start and end of a genomic interval of
the small RNA blacklist were removed from further analy-
sis (39). Additionally, chromosomes 1 through 22, X, and
Y were retained for this analysis. TPSs with most mapped
reads in each TPR were defined as MaxTPS. The total num-
ber of MaxTPSs are indicated on the logos.

https://github.com/P-TEFb/dedup
https://github.com/P-TEFb/tsrFinderM1
https://github.com/P-TEFb/tsrFinderM2
https://github.com/P-TEFb/tprFinder
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Purification of DFF

The human DFF40 and DFF45 protein coding sequences
were inserted into a pET-21a vector bi-cistronically for co-
expression with a 6x His-tag at the C-terminus of DFF40
and TEV sites (ENLYFQS) inserted immediately down-
stream of the two Caspase-3 (117–118, 224–225) diges-
tion sites within DFF45 as done previously (43). This vec-
tor was then transformed into Escherichia coli BL21 Star
(DE3) cells and four individual colonies were picked and
grown in one liter preps. Preps were then induced with
0.1 mM IPTG overnight at 18◦C once the OD600 reached
0.6. Cells were pelleted, resuspended with PBS and com-
bined, pelleted again, and then resuspended in buffer con-
taining 1× PBS, 1% Triton X-100, 5 mM Imidazole, and
0.1% PMSF. Lysates were sonicated and NaCl was subse-
quently increased to 150 mM prior to a high speed spin
for 45 minutes at 244 000 × g at 4◦C. The resulting super-
natant was applied to 2 ml Ni-NTA agarose beads for 1
h with rotation at 4◦C and washed with high salt washes
(10 mM Tris 7.8, 150 mM NaCl, 35 mM Imidazole, 1%
PMSF) and low salt washes (10 mM HEPES 7.8, 50 mM
KCl, 35 mM Imidazole, 1% PMSF). Bound proteins were
eluted with 10 mM HEPES 7.8, 50 mm KCl, 300 mM Im-
idazole and 1% PMSF. The elution was then treated with
500 �g of tobacco etch virus protease (TEV) in a solution
that contained 50 mM KCl, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT for
1 h at 30◦C. TEV protease was obtained from the Protein
and Crystallography Facility at the University of Iowa. The
resulting product was then spun for 15 min at 22 500 × g
and the supernatant was FPLC purified on a Mono S 5/50
GL column. DFF40 eluted at approximately 470 mM KCl,
similar to a previous purification of caspase-3 activated
DFF40 (44).

DFF-Seq

Approximately 600 000 nuclei from HeLa cells treated with
1 �M flavopiridol for 1 h were digested with 5 �g of DFF
for 30 min to generate primarily (71%) mononucleosomes.
Reactions were stopped with the addition of EDTA to 50
mM and subsequently treated with RNase A (0.1 mg/ml)
for 1 h at 37◦C in the presence of 20 mM HEPES (7.6) 100
mM potassium acetate, 1 mM DTT and then proteinase K
(0.25 mg/ml) for 1 h at 50◦C after addition of SDS to 0.68%.
The digested DNA was then isolated by phenol extrac-
tion and precipitated by addition of three volumes of 95%
ethanol containing 0.5 M ammonium acetate. The result-
ing pellet was washed with 70% ethanol and resuspended
in 10 mM Tris pH 8. Libraries were prepared for sequenc-
ing from the purified DNA fragments using the KAPA Hy-
per Prep Kit (Roche 7962312001) without PCR amplifica-
tion or size selection. 331 290 346 151 bp paired end reads
were obtained from an Illumina HiSeq 2500 by the Iowa
Institute of Human Genetics. Raw sequences were trimmed
using trim galore 0.4.4 (https://github.com/FelixKrueger/
TrimGalore) and aligned to the human hg38 assembly us-
ing bowtie 1.2.2 (40) resulting in 259 878 094 mapped reads.
The alignment file (.bam) was filtered for specific fragment
lengths and used to generate heatmaps and metaplots as
specified in the text. Bigwig tracks for the unfiltered and

filtered data were generated using bedtools genomeCover-
ageBed, sortBed programs, and Kent UCSC utilities includ-
ing bedGraphToBigWig (42). DFF-Seq tracks generated in
this study can be viewed on the UCSC genome browser
by following simple instructions provided in Supplementary
Data.

Heatmaps

High precision heatmaps were created by controlling the as-
pect ratio, the number of pixels, and intensities assigned.
The aspect ratio was maintained around 1:2 (width:height).
The number of pixels chosen to display genomic intervals
gave a discrete number of pixels for each base or bases for
each pixel (exactly 3 pixels for each base in the sequence
heatmaps or 2 bp for each pixel for DFF heatmaps). The
number of pixels in the height were chosen based on the de-
sired aspect ratio. Data were first vertically randomized be-
fore being sorted based on the strength of MaxTSSs (read
counts) or the length of the transcripts using a python
script. The large number of genomic intervals were grouped
and each group averaged such that the number of groups
matched the height in pixels of the heatmap. The choice of
pixel number was made based on a trade-off between file
size and resolution with file sizes varying between ∼0.2 and
1 megapixel. The values at each horizontal position of the
average intervals were used to assign intensities using the
gray.colors function in R. A linear relationship between av-
erage read value and intensity was utilized. Values of 0 or
1 were used to indicate the absence or presence of a spe-
cific nucleotide in the sequence heatmaps that were cen-
tered on MaxTSS or MaxTPS and read values were used
in the TSS and DFF-Seq heatmaps that were centered on
MaxTSS. Genomic intervals were grouped and then aver-
aged. The number of groups matched the height of each
heatmap. Black was set at a read value of 2 for 18–120 bp
DFF-Seq heatmaps, 15 for TSS heatmaps, and 20 for 140–
185 bp DFF-Seq heatmaps that were ±1000 bp. Addition-
ally, a subset of 1896 MaxTSSs containing the first T of
TATA between −34 to −29 bp upstream were used to draw
heatmaps, with a fixed value of 20.0 reads as black. To en-
hance perception of dark and light patterns on heatmaps
we applied a gamma correction of 0.6 on all heatmaps. Col-
ors for each sequence heatmap was scaled between 0 (white)
and 1 (black), prior to gamma correction by replacing two
read values at the bottom right with 0.0 and 1.0.

truView plots

Plots of transcript length versus the genomic position of
TSSs were generated to provide an informative visualiza-
tion of the distribution of transcript lengths from each TSS.
For each chosen region a table was generated that contained
the number of transcripts of each length from each TSS.
The transcript frequency information was converted into a
linear heatmap with the maximum transcript frequency be-
ing black. To increase the ability to see less frequently used
TSSs with lower transcript frequencies the intensity scale
was saturated at 30% or 90% of the maximum value with
the remaining values displayed linearly.

https://github.com/FelixKrueger/TrimGalore
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Metaplots

Metaplots displaying average TSS or DFF-Seq read den-
sities at each genomic position across the specific intervals
centered on TSSs from different groups of TSSs were gen-
erated and plotted in MS Excel. Intervals, groups, and sub-
sets of TSSs used to generate the metaplots are indicated in
the figure legends. Additionally, average base distributions
were plotted displaying the fraction of each nucleotide (or
sequence motif) within a chosen region centered on TSSs or
TPSs derived from the indicated datasets.

Logos

Weblogo v3.6.0 24826 (45) was used to generate sequence
logos using the following color code: A was gray (hex code
#bbbbbb), T was red (hex code #ff0000), G was yellow
(hex code #dddd00), and C was blue (hex code #2222ff).
The program computed nucleotide composition probabili-
ties at each genomic position, from input fasta files. Bed-
tools v1.2.2 getfasta program was used to generate fasta files
while maintaining a positive strand orientation for ±100
bp genomic intervals centered on selected TSSs, selected
TPSs, MaxTSSs, MaxTPSs, and unique 3′ ends of regions of
productive elongation (ROPE). Additionally, the top 0.1%,
1% and 10% of each dataset, based on their TSS strength
sorted from high to low were used to generate sequence lo-
gos. Moreover, sequence logos were made for ±100 bp se-
quences centering on 77 MaxTSSs associated with RPGs.

Transcript length frequency distribution plots

Transcript length frequencies were obtained by counting the
number of mapped fragments of each length between 17 and
100 from the selected list of TSSs (MaxTSS to MaxTPS,
Selected TSS or selected subsets) as specified in the figures.

RESULTS

Where do the transcription start and pause sites map within
the genome?

Our study began with the generation of PRO-Seq datasets
from control HeLa cells or from HeLa cells that were
treated with flavopiridol for 1 h to block P-TEFb-dependent
productive elongation. We incorporated a modified front
end in which cells were lysed and nuclei bathed in EDTA
within 20 s of removal from the 37◦C incubator so sites of
pausing in cells could be accurately determined (37). Li-
braries of nascent transcripts were prepared using an ap-
proach we call NasCap (Figure 1A). Biotinylated RNAs ini-
tially isolated were selected for those containing m7G caps
using an antibody. Unbound RNAs were subjected to en-
zymatic selection for capped transcripts resulting in a sec-
ond population that was capped, but not methylated. 150
bp paired-end sequencing identified both the 5′ and 3′ ends
of nascent transcripts which correspond to the TSS and
transcription pause site (TPS), respectively, for each RNA.
Tracks generated in this study, including those showing ac-
cumulation of nascent transcripts as well as 5′ and 3′ end
tracks for all four NasCap datasets, can be viewed on the

UCSC genome browser by following simple instructions
provided in Supplementary Data. Initial observations sug-
gested that TSS distributions ranged from very highly fo-
cused to dispersed over broad regions, in some cases hun-
dreds of base pairs. However, in the large majority of cases
it was apparent from inspection that TSSs could be natu-
rally grouped into clusters covering <20 bp. We generated
a collection of transcription start regions (TSRs) from the
control m7G capped dataset that were 20 bp wide, non-
overlapping, and contained a total of 20 reads or more.
There were 177 098 TSRs in this control NasCap m7G
dataset.

To better visualize the patterns of initiation and pausing
we developed a tool, truView, with which we examined 201
randomly selected genome regions spanning a wide range of
RNA read levels. Four representative examples are shown
in Figure 1B, with the positions of TSSs plotted versus the
lengths of RNAs initiated at each position. Read levels are
either displayed with a linear intensity (upper set) or with
saturation increased to 90% (lower set) to bring out the
weaker TSSs. The truView heatmaps provide a simple, in-
tuitive way to examine TSS clustering (horizontal axis) and
the range of TPSs associated with each TSS (vertical axis)
at the same time. Each of the selected locations contained a
TSR with read totals indicating high (CNNM4, ING1-AS)
or lower (STARD7, ACBD3) transcription levels. While in
some locations such as CNNM4 initiation occurs primar-
ily at a single template location, a high level of RNA syn-
thesis does not require a single TSS (for example, ING1-
AS). One of the most striking observations made during
examination of hundreds of TSRs was the appearance of
a pattern with a −1 slope for the transcript lengths arising
from closely spaced TSSs (Figure 1B). This indicates that
there are highly preferred sites of pausing downstream of
the TSRs, with more downstream TSSs supporting shorter
transcripts (note in particular the no saturation panels). The
distribution of these sites was different for each TSR, sug-
gesting that pausing is not simply a function of transcript
length, but rather depends, in part, on local sequence.

TSSs identified and the preferred pause positions down-
stream of each TSS are nearly identical between the m7G
datasets obtaining from cells with or without flavopiridol
treatment, demonstrating the reproducibility of the data
(Figure 1B). However, we did notice for a substantial sub-
set of genes that the relative distribution of TSSs utilized
shifted upstream for the flavopiridol samples, suggesting a
modest preference for P-TEFb-dependent, productive elon-
gation to arise from slightly upstream promoters. Exam-
ples of this effect are shown in Supplementary Figure S1.
To demonstrate wide applicability of the results, the HeLa
NasCap data was compared to PRO-seq data obtained
from contact inhibited, primary human foreskin fibroblasts
(HFF) (39). TSS usage and pause sites found in HFFs are
highly similar to those seen with HeLa cells (Figure 1B).
The transcripts from HFF PRO-seq are shorter on average
than those from HeLa NasCap and this will be addressed
below. Significantly, for locations where there was an up-
stream shift of TSSs with flavopiridol treatment in HeLa
cells, this effect was also seen with HFFs (Supplementary
Figure S1).
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Figure 1. Analysis of nascent transcripts. (A) Diagram of the separation of biotinylated nascent transcripts that are capped and methylated (m7G) from
those that have non-methylated caps. The steps shown occur after the first streptavidin isolation of nascent transcripts and after addition of the 3′ adaptor.
Uncapped transcripts are removed by degradation and any remaining uncapped transcripts are blocked for 5′ adaptor ligation by removal of the 5′ phos-
phate. m7G capped transcripts bind to antibody beads and non-methylated caps flow through. After ligation of the 5′ adaptor, NasCap library preparation
and sequencing results in determination of both 5′ and 3′ ends of nascent transcripts containing 5′ caps that are methylated or non-methylated. (B) The
sequences of nascent transcripts obtained from NasCap libraries from control or flavopiridol treated HeLa cells or from control primary human foreskin
fibroblasts were used to generate nucleotide resolution, truView plots of TSS (genome position) versus transcript length as described in the text and in
the Methods section. Four examples of regions around the 5′ ends of genes are shown. ING1-AS is an antisense promoter within ING1 (chr13:110 714
873–110 715 815). The intensity of the spots represents the relative usage of the 3′ ends. In all cases, both an unmodified view and a 90% saturated view are
shown.
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Visualization of sequence features around transcription start
and pause sites

Within any TSR there is a most frequently used TSS
(MaxTSS) and downstream of that site is the most favored
transcription pause site (MaxTPS). The RNA extending
from the MaxTSS to the accompanying MaxTPS for each
TSR is the most likely transcript arising from that genome
region. We aligned the 177 098 MaxTSS to MaxTPS RNAs
from the HeLa control NasCap m7G data centered on the
TSS or TPS and displayed the genomic sequences as single-
base heatmaps sorted by increasing RNA length or decreas-
ing number of reads (TSS strength). The sequence patterns
in the heatmaps revealed highly utilized elements around
both the TSSs and the TPSs (Figure 2A and Supplementary
Figure S2A). In addition, sequence logos (Figure 2B) and
graphs of the average base distributions (Figure 2C and D)
were generated from the MaxTSS to MaxTPS data as visual
aids for the identification of common sequence elements.

A strikingly similar pattern of preferred sequences was
evident extending from roughly −35 to +30 for TSSs when
sequences were sorted by MaxTSS strength covering over
a 10 000-fold range of RNA read values (Figure 2A-C).
The most robust sequence motif was found around the TSS
corresponding to the initiator (Inr). A preference for AT-
richness between −25 and −30 and clear sequence pref-
erences downstream of the Inr as well as between the AT
rich region and the Inr are evident. The enrichment of
specific sequences varied. The consensus across the 177
098 TSSs for the Inr was CA+1GT with enrichments be-
ing 2.0-, 4.0-, 1.4- and 1.8-fold for C, A, G and T respec-
tively. T and A residues peaked between −30 and −25 with
a 1.4-fold enrichment from the local average. A distinc-
tive pattern of enrichment of G’s was found downstream
of the TSS at +7/+8, +12/+13, +18/+19, +23/+24 and
+28/+29 (GGN3GGN4GGN3GGN3GG) and a depletion
in C residues from +24 to +29 was evident. These down-
stream sequences are in positions that overlap with func-
tional promoter elements described for a limited number
of mammalian genes (10,13,16). Enrichment of C at three
locations between −25 and −10 is also apparent, which is
a region predicted to contact the TAF4 subunit of TFIID
(7). Most importantly, the overall −35 to +30 region of
sequence similarity exactly encompasses the footprint of
TFIID on selected metazoan promoter-bearing templates
in vitro (4,7,46,47). It is important to stress that the ap-
parent TFIID interaction region emerges from averaging
many individual TSSs together. All of the sequence prefer-
ences are not present around every TSS. Nevertheless, our
results strongly suggest that the Pol II promoter centers on
a TFIID binding site. For sake of simplicity, we will refer
to each region that supports a TSS as a promoter and we
equate the number of reads at that TSS with the strength of
that promoter.

The MaxTSS to MaxTPS dataset is based on a 20 bp
TSR discovery algorithm that does not allow overlapping
of TSRs, followed by selection of the MaxTSS present in
each TSR and its corresponding MaxTPS. To determine
whether this initial selection of TSSs strongly influenced
the sequence patterns we observe in Figure 2, we also se-
lected from the control NasCap m7G data a second dataset

which simply consists of the 5′ ends of all nascent RNAs
with 10 or more reads. This ‘Selected TSS’ set contains 522
186 TSSs. As shown in Supplementary Figure S2B,C, the
sequence similarities from −35 to +30 seen in Figure 2 are
also readily apparent with the Selected set, indicating that
these patterns are not dependent on the initial assignment
of MaxTSSs within TSRs.

There is an important distinct category of previously-
described Pol II promoters which would not be expected
to center on an Inr, namely the promoters for the ribo-
somal protein genes (RPGs) (48,49). Supplementary Fig-
ure S2D shows the sequence logo of the 200 bp surround-
ing the MaxTSS from 77 RPG promoters from the control
NasCap m7G dataset. The TCT element (TTCC+1TTTT)
is present around the TSS as expected. These promoters,
which use TRF2 instead of TBP (49), nevertheless feature
an AT rich element at about −30 which is as prominent
as the AT-richness seen with the strongest Inr-based pro-
moters (Figure 3A). The sequences downstream of the TSS
in RPG promoters differ significantly from those seen with
the Inr-centered promoters (Supplementary Figure S2D),
which are recognized by TAF1 and TAF2 (4). It is not yet
known which factors accompany TRF2 at RPG promot-
ers, although a recent study reported TAF1 association with
RPG promoters in Drosophila (50).

To what extent is promoter strength related to promoter se-
quence?

The distinctive sequence signature corresponding to the
TFIID binding site in the single-base sequence heatmaps
is apparent over the entire 10 000-fold range of promoter
strength (Figure 2A), a striking and unexpected character-
istic. To better assess the connection of the sequence fea-
tures with strength, we generated logos for the strongest
10%, 1% or 0.1% of the control m7G MaxTSS to MaxTPS
set. As seen in Figure 3A, the sequence similarities discern-
able in the heatmaps of the entire set become more pro-
nounced when the strongest promoters are considered. The
consensus Inr for the strongest promoters is more clearly de-
fined as CA+1GT (14,51). At these positions, C, A, G and
T are enriched 2.3-, 5.6-, 1.9- and 2.8- fold over the sur-
rounding sequence for the top 1% promoters. The prefer-
ence for G at +12/+13, +24/+25 and +28/+29 is 1.2- to 1.4-
fold higher than the surrounding sequence for the strongest
1% of promoters. Interestingly, while a particularly high AT
content from −30 to −25 is associated with very strong pro-
moters, a preference for AT in this region is characteristic
of all promoters in the MaxTSS to MaxTPS set and the
larger Selected TSS dataset (Supplementary Figure S3A).
To compare stronger and weaker promoters more directly,
we separated out top and bottom quartiles of the MaxTSS
to MaxTPS set. Average base distributions indicated that
GC content declined as promoter strength decreased (Sup-
plementary Figure S3B). The G-rich elements from +7 to
+29 are enriched in both the top and bottom quartiles with
only a small correlation with promoter strength when com-
pared to the general decrease in GC content. Interestingly,
the C-poor region from +24 to +29 was more prominent in
the top quartile.
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Figure 2. Sequences around TSSs from the MaxTSS to MaxTPS control m7G dataset. The MaxTSS to MaxTPS HeLa NasCap control m7G dataset (n
= 177,098) was used to analyze the sequences −100 to +100 surrounding the TSSs or TPSs. (A) Sequence heatmaps (600 × 1200 pixels) were generated
displaying the relative distribution of each individual nucleotide. The 200 bp intervals with the MaxTSS at center (+1) were vertically sorted by RNA length
(17 to 100 nt) or promoter strength (number of reads for each TSS/TPS pair). The gray scale represents the fraction of the indicated nucleotide at each
position (1, black; 0, white). (B) Fractional base distributions around the TSSs and TPSs are displayed by sequence logo. Fractional base distributions
from (B) were graphed directly for the MaxTSSs (C) or MaxTPSs (D).
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Figure 3. Correlations of promoter elements with MaxTSS strength and focus of surrounding TSSs. (A) The number of reads from each TSS was used
to sort the MaxTSS to MaxTPS control m7G dataset (n = 177 098). Logos were created for the indicated portions of that dataset. (B) Heatmaps (600
× 1200 pixels) for TSS distribution and sequence (A, C, G and T) were generated for the 200 bp TSR dataset (n = 62 381) after sorting by standard
deviation of TSS utilization across the 200 bp interval with highly focused TSRs at the top and least focused TSRs at the bottom. The right panel shows
TSS distribution heatmap sorted by MaxTSS strength. (C) Correlation of focus (STDEV) of the 200 bp TSRs versus strength of the MaxTSS. Pearson
coefficient is indicated. (D) Metaplot of the distribution of TSSs for TATA (n = 1408) or non-TATA (n = 60 973) TSRs normalized to total reads (%) in
each dataset. (E) Distribution of TSSs from −10 to +10 around the MaxTSS for the TATA and non-TATA datasets after normalization of the reads (%)
over that 20 bp region.
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The TATA element is most often associated with pro-
moter strength, and the preference for T and A between −30
and −25 is particularly prominent for the strongest pro-
moters (Figure 3A and Supplementary Figure S3A). How-
ever, as well established in earlier work, not all strong pro-
moters have TATA elements (10,14). For example, the very
strong CNNM4 promoter in Figure 1 is TATA-less. We de-
fined TATA promoters in the MaxTSS to MaxTPS set as
those in which the upstream T of TATA is located from −34
to −29, giving a total of 1,896 promoters. Of these, only
446 (24%) are found in the top decile of promoter strength.
The remainder are roughly equally distributed among the
other nine strength deciles. A comparison of the average
base distributions for the TATA promoters (Supplementary
Figure S3B) with all MaxTSS to MaxTPS promoters indi-
cates that some of the downstream sequence preferences are
not as strong for the TATA group (note in particular G at
+28/+29). This is consistent with earlier proposals that con-
sensus TATA promoters are less dependent on downstream
elements (10,13,16,17). Interestingly, the gradual rise in GC
content with promoter strength does not affect the −30 to
−25 region. Thus, the AT content in that area is more pro-
nounced for the stronger promoters, which could be impor-
tant for focusing the position of PIC formation. This local-
ized preference for AT presumably reflects the importance
of the sharp bend in the templates at about −30 within the
PIC associated with the interaction of TBP with the DNA
(4,7).

As noted earlier, Pol II promoters are often divided into
those that support initiation over a relatively narrow range
of TSSs (focused) and those that do not (diffuse/dispersed)
(10–12,52). It is often thought that focus is linked to
promoter strength. To determine to what extent the se-
quence patterns we observe are connected to the local
spread of TSSs, we generated a new set of 200 bp wide,
non-overlapping TSRs in which the MaxTSS has 10 or
more reads and is centered in the TSR. This approach
is optimal for assessing the relative use of locally strong
TSSs in comparison to alternative starts over a range typi-
cally associated with diffuse/dispersed promoters. We com-
puted the standard deviation of the distribution of all TSSs
around the MaxTSS for each TSR in this 62,381 mem-
ber set and sorted the promoters from most to least fo-
cused (Figure 3B, left panel). Single-base heatmaps for
these TSSs were also sorted in the same way (Figure 3B).
Alternatively, we sorted the TSS heatmap by promoter
strength, from most to least MaxTSS reads (Figure 3B,
right panel).

Several important points are apparent from these figures.
The single-base sequence heatmaps show that the sequence
similarity from −35 to +30 is uniformly evident regardless
of the spread of additional TSSs around the local max TSS.
In contrast to previous suggestions, the strongest promoters
are more likely to be accompanied by flanking TSSs in com-
parison to the weaker promoters (Figure 3B, right panel).
When strength is plotted against standard deviation, there
is only a weak negative Pearson correlation (r = −0.217) for
the very large majority of promoters; only the exception-
ally strongest show less spread of TSSs (Figure 3C). Within
this TSR set, MaxTSSs from TATA-containing promoters
are surrounded by relatively fewer TSSs in comparison to

the remaining MaxTSSs from non-TATA promoters (Fig-
ure 3D). However, when only the 20 bp regions surrounding
the MaxTSSs are compared, the spread of flanking TSSs is
similar for TATA and non-TATA promoters (Figure 3E).
All of these results strongly reinforce the idea that there
is only one type of Pol II promoter, centered on a TFIID
binding site. The spread of TSSs that each promoter sup-
ports is confined to roughly ±5 bp around the optimal TSS.
The juxtaposition of several such simple promoters within
a larger genomic region (e.g. ±100 bp as in Figure 3B) ac-
counts for TSS groups that in earlier studies were assigned
to single diffuse promoters. This point is explored further in
the Discussion.

What parameters affect the location of pausing and methyla-
tion of the cap?

We generated metaplots to determine the effect of cap
methylation and flavopiridol treatment of cells on nascent
transcript length. The large majority of paused HeLa RNAs
with m7G caps are 30–50 nt in length in the MaxTSS to
MaxTPS set or the larger Selected TSS set of RNAs (Fig-
ure 4A, Table 1). It has been suggested that paused RNAs
might be shorter when driven by the strongest promot-
ers (21). However, a significant effect of promoter strength
on transcript length is not apparent with the m7G-capped
RNAs from the MaxTSS to MaxTPS or Selected TSS sets
(Figure 4A, Table 1). Flavopiridol treatment of the HeLa
cells led to a very slight (∼1 nt) increase in pause RNA
lengths. Comparison of the transcript lengths from the four
NasCap datasets demonstrates that nascent transcripts con-
taining non-methylated caps are substantially shorter on av-
erage compared to m7G RNAs (Figure 4A and Table 1).
There are two subpopulations of cap-only RNAs, with one
group 20–30 nt long and a second longer group which is
slightly shorter than the peak of m7G RNAs (Figure 4A).
The 20–30 nt RNAs represent a larger proportion of the
non-methylated RNAs when only the more abundant non-
methylated RNAs are considered (Figure 4A). Importantly,
our results indicate that cap methylation normally begins as
transcripts reach 30 nt in length.

The sequences surrounding pause sites were examined us-
ing several different sets of TPSs. TPSs from the MaxTSS to
MaxTPS set feature a distinctive base composition (Figure
2B). C is enriched 1.4-fold at the last base incorporated by
Pol II in cells (called −1) and 1.5-fold at +1, the next base
to be incorporated. C is also strongly depleted at +2 (0.5-
fold relative to the surrounding sequence). G is enriched at
−10 (1.3-fold), −7 (1.2-fold) and +2 (1.3-fold), while A is
depleted at −3 (0.6-fold relative to surrounding A levels).
The Selected TPS set (725,644 RNAs) containing all paused
RNAs with at least 10 reads gave a much less feature-rich
logo compared to the MaxTSS to MaxTPS set (compare
Figure 4B with 2B). One explanation for the difference is
that each TPS in the MaxTSS to MaxTPS set is a locally
maximum TPS, while the Selected TPS set contains many
pause sites downstream of strong promoters that are not
the most frequent pause site in any local region. To elimi-
nate the effects of promoter strength on pause site selection,
we developed a Transcription Pause Region (TPR) Finder
(tprFinder) and used it to identify the local MaxTPS within
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Figure 4. Distribution of nascent transcript sizes and analysis of TPSs. (A) The frequency distributions of transcripts between 17 and 100 nt from the
MaxTSS to MaxTPS dataset and the indicated portions of the strength-sorted Selected TSS dataset were plotted to compare both m7G capped and capped
but non-methylated nascent transcripts from control or flavopiridol treated cells. The number of reads in each dataset is found in Table 1. (B) Logos were
created for –100 to +100 sequences surrounding the TPSs for the Selected TPS m7G control dataset, (C) Metaplot of TPSs in the TPR dataset (n = 168
336). (D) Logos in the area surrounding the MaxTPSs from MaxTSS to MaxTPS datasets derived m7G capped transcripts or non-methylated transcripts
from control or flavopiridol treated cells. (E) Logo of sequences surrounding the TPSs in regions of genes undergoing productive elongation from PRO-Seq
data from HFF cells (39).
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non-overlapping 40 bp regions. A metaplot of the 168,336
TPSs from TPRs demonstrated that MaxTPSs predominate
among possible pause sites (Figure 4C). Logos centered on
the MaxTPSs for m7G capped transcripts from the TPR
set were very similar to those seen from the MaxTSS to
MaxTPS set (compare Figures 4D to 2B). There was little
difference between the logos for m7G capped RNA and the
capped but non-methylated transcripts (Figure 4D). Treat-
ment of cells with flavopiridol to block entry into produc-
tive elongation reduced the prevalence of C at the first po-
sition after the pause (Figure 4D) for both m7G and non-
methylated capped RNAs. Analysis of PRO-Seq data in pri-
mary HFFs that employed the same rapid nuclear isola-
tion method used here (39) demonstrated that sequences of
pause sites during productive elongation within gene bodies
do not resemble the sequences around the major promoter-
proximal pause sites (Figure 4E). Overall, the analysis of
TPSs indicates that the major pause sites downstream of
TSSs are distinctive and different from the average sites of
pausing around promoters and in gene bodies.

Tome et al. (19) recently examined promoter-proximal
human RNAs in which both 5′ and 3′ ends were determined
using a PRO-seq approach they termed CoPRO. That study
reported a broader range of paused RNA lengths in com-
parison to what we observe for m7G RNAs. MaxTSS to
MaxTPS and Selected TSS datasets were generated from
the Tome et al. (19) datasets exactly as was done from our
NasCap datasets. As seen in Supplementary Figure S4A,
the TSS logos for the CoPRO RNAs are very similar to
our TSS logos. However, the CoPRO RNAs show a much
broader and somewhat biphasic length distribution com-
pared to our cap-modified RNAs (Supplementary Figure
S4B). Importantly, CoPRO does not distinguish between
methylated and non-methylated caps. Our results strongly
suggest that the shorter paused RNAs in the CoPRO set
primarily correspond to non-methylated caps. The shorter
average RNA lengths we observed for the HFF RNAs, in
comparison to the HeLa transcripts (Figure 1B), likely re-
sulted from this same effect, since the HFF RNAs were
prepared by the PRO-cap procedure which does not distin-
guish methylated and non-methylated caps. A possible rea-
son for the presence of a tail of much longer RNAs in the
CoPRO set can be seen in the logos for the CoPRO pause
sites, which differ from ours by a much greater tendency to
stop before adding a C (Figure 5A). This is likely caused by
differences in the procedures for isolating nuclei. The nu-
clear walk-on method we developed (37) and used here halts
NTP incorporation within 20 seconds of removal of the cells
from 37◦C incubation and eliminates all NTPs during nu-
clear isolation, whereas the cell washing and nuclear isola-
tion in the standard PRO-seq method allows for continued
elongation in the presence of diluted cellular NTPs. The ap-
pearance of primarily C stops in the CoPRO data is likely
due to the fact that CTP is the limiting nucleotide in mam-
malian cells (53).

Analysis of far downstream sequences

When the base distribution plots were extended to 500 bp
downstream of the TSSs, we were surprised by a clear 10 bp
periodicity of G, C, T and A from about +50 to +200 in both

the MaxTSS to MaxTPS and Selected TSS datasets (Fig-
ure 5A). This periodic downstream element (PDE) stops
abruptly before +200. The 10 bp periodicity within the PDE
is strongly suggestive of a nucleosome positioning element.
Recent work (54) has shown that in human nucleosomal
DNA, maximum levels of SS and WW dinucleotides both
vary with a 10 bp spacing, with the SS and WW peaks dis-
placed from each other by 5 bp. More recent studies deter-
mined that among the decamers that maintain the appro-
priate spacing of SS and WW in human promoter-proximal
(+1) nucleosomes, SSNYYWWNRR was the most fre-
quently found (55). This decamer sequence defines the rel-
ative phases of the individual bases as shown in Figure 5B.
Importantly, this is the base distribution found in our data
downstream of TSSs (Figure 5B). A plot of the location
of the SSNYYWWNRR decamer demonstrated that it is
found in a 10 bp periodic distribution from +50 to at least
+180 downstream of the TSSs (Figure 5C). When promot-
ers were separated into the top and bottom quartiles by pro-
moter strength, the SS and WW periodicity was still visible,
although fainter, even for the weakest quartile (Figure 5D
and Supplementary Figure S5A). Visual examination of sin-
gle and double nucleotide distribution plots led to the dis-
covery of peaks of CT and TC that overlapped by 1 nt. As
seen in Figure 5E, the sequence CTC is highly enriched from
+47 to +49. Both the PDE and the CTC peak were clearly
evident in the control m7G Selected TSS dataset (Supple-
mentary Figure S5B). Although we do not know the func-
tion of the CTC sequence, it would break the sequence pe-
riodicity in the PDE and could reinforce nucleosome posi-
tioning downstream of +50.

Localizing the +1 nucleosome relative to the TSS using DFF
cleavage and nuclear run-off

It is often asserted (30–32) that the promoter-proximal edge
of the +1 nucleosome is positioned at about +50 relative
to the TSS in mammalian cells. The location of the PDE is
suggestively consistent with that model. However, in earlier
studies nucleosome locations were based on overall patterns
of protection from micrococcal nuclease and imprecise TSS
assignment. Significantly, the large majority of promoters
are utilized infrequently (38,56,57); thus, it is not clear if
average nucleosome positions reflect nucleosome locations
on the crucial subset of templates that are actually being
transcribed. We therefore examined potential occupancy of
downstream nucleosomes on transcribed DNA directly in
isolated nuclei using Pol II as the reporter. The nuclear run-
off strategy is shown schematically in Figure 6A. Micrococ-
cal nuclease, which degrades RNA and nicks DNA within
nucleosomes, is not suitable for this method so instead
we expressed and purified the DNA Fragmentation Factor
(DFF) (Figure 6B) (43,58). DFF digestion of nuclei gen-
erates a ladder of nucleosome-length DNAs, reminiscent of
ladders obtained with micrococcal nuclease but without the
production of easily detectable sub-nucleosomal fragments
and without any RNase activity (Figure 6C). We antici-
pated that DFF cleavage would occur downstream of the
transcription complex or in cases where Pol II was immedi-
ately adjacent to the nucleosome, downstream of the puta-
tive +1 nucleosome (Figure 6A).
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Figure 5. Far downstream promoter elements. (A) Extended fractional base distributions for MaxTSS to MaxTPS and Selected TSS control m7G datasets.
(B) Identification of a 10 bp nucleosome positioning element. Nucleotide frequency distributions of individual bases from the MaxTSS to MaxTPS con-
trol m7G dataset correlate with the promoter-proximal nucleosome positioning element previously reported (55). (C) Distribution of SSNYYWWNRR
downstream of the TSSs from the Selected TSS control m7G dataset.(D) Comparison of the distribution of SS and WW from the top and bottom quartiles
(based on TSS utilization) from the MaxTSS to MaxTPS control m7G dataset. (E) Distribution of CTC from the MaxTSS to MaxTPS control m7G
dataset.
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Figure 6. Nuclear run-off assay. (A) Diagram of the nuclear run-off assay. (B) Purified DFF40 (silver stained gel); positions of molecular weight markers
are indicated. (C) Digestion of nuclei with increasing amounts of DFF and analysis of the resulting DNA fragments in a native agarose gel. (D) Ethidium
bromide stained denaturing RNA gel showing endogenous RNAs from nuclei. (E) Phosphorimage of gel in (D) showing radiolabeled RNAs synthesized
in the isolated nuclei. (F) Pol II profile analysis from amanitin-sensitive radiolabeled RNAs synthesized in control and DFF digested nuclei from untreated
cells after pulse or pulse and chase. (G) Pol II profile analysis from amanitin-sensitive radiolabeled RNAs synthesized in control and DFF digested nuclei
from flavopiridol treated cells after pulse or pulse and chase.

After DFF treatment, nascent RNAs were pulse-labeled
and then chased with excess unlabeled NTPs to the closest
downstream DFF cleavage site. The pulse and chase were
performed in the presence of Sarkosyl to negate the influ-
ence of factors and nucleosomes on elongation. The labeled
RNAs were resolved on gels and the Pol II transcript pro-
files (difference between minus and plus �-amanitin) were
compared after slight corrections for loading based on the
EtBr staining of endogenous RNAs (Figure 6D–G). For
both control and flavopiridol-treated nuclei, nearly all the
paused RNAs chased in the absence of DFF cleavage. DFF
treatment did not have a major effect on the ability of en-
gaged Pol II to incorporate label during the pulse. Two pop-
ulations of chase products were observed in DFF-cleaved
nuclei. One population of RNAs was only extended 15–30
nt indicating that for those complexes, DFF could digest
the DNA immediately downstream of the polymerase. The

second set chased to about +200, which is consistent with
the paused Pol II being very close to a well-positioned +1
nucleosome. This second population dominated in nuclei
from cells treated with flavopiridol to block the transition
into productive elongation. The change in transcript pat-
terns generated by DFF treatment has been highly repro-
ducible (Supplementary Figure S6).

To directly observe the products of DFF digestion of nu-
clei from flavopiridol treated HeLa cells, a DFF-Seq library
was generated and sequenced resulting in about 260 million
mapped, paired-end reads. Heatmaps and metagene anal-
yses for the 2000 bp around the TSSs from the 177,098
member MaxTSS to MaxTPS dataset were generated di-
rectly from 185 million fragments (71% of the total) be-
tween 140 and 185 bp. A DFF-protected region is located
with remarkable consistency downstream of the TSSs when
either promoter strength or the length of the most preva-
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lent paused transcript length was used to sort the data (Fig-
ure 7A). Similar results were obtained when heatmaps were
generated from the 62 381 member set of 200 bp TSRs
(from Figure 3B) that were sorted by promoter strength
or by standard deviation (focus) (Figure 7B). As expected,
the average base distribution plots indicate that the PDE
and the CTC elements are also present in the 200 bp TSR
dataset (Figure 7C). The results from both datasets provide
strong evidence for a well positioned +1 nucleosome con-
sistent with the presence of the PDE element and the length
of the RNAs in the nuclear run-off experiment after DFF
cleavage. The apparent +1 nucleosome fragments from both
datasets (Figure 7D) center on +114 ± 2, suggesting an av-
erage upstream edge at +42 for that nucleosome. This nu-
cleosome location is very similar for promoters with TATA
elements (Figure 7E) and the strongest (top 1%) promoters
(Figure 7F). A minimum of DFF protection was observed
centered about −53 ± 4 for the two promoter sets, which
shifts slightly upstream relative to the +1 nucleosome for the
TATA promoters. The RPG promoters also have a +1 nu-
cleosome at nearly the same location as the Inr-based pro-
moters but their DFF protection pattern upstream is dis-
tinct, with the minimum near the TSS (Figure 7G).

The distribution of fragments in the DFF-Seq library
provides evidence for the unique properties of DFF. The
vast majority of fragments were slightly larger than ex-
pected for protection by nucleosomes (Supplementary Fig-
ure S7A). Fragments less than 120 bp (0.3% of the total)
were only visible when a log scale was used to display the
number of fragments (Supplementary Figure S7A, inset).
However, heatmaps and metaplots generated from DFF-
Seq fragments less than 120 bp show a striking pattern,
with these fragments concentrated upstream of the TSS and
highly depleted in the +50 to +200 region (Supplementary
Figure S7B). This upstream signal correlated with promoter
strength but not TSR focus (Supplementary Figure S7B)
and likely represents protection by transcription regulatory
factors. In contrast, the density of nucleosome sized frag-
ments upstream of the promoter decreased with increasing
promoter strength (Supplementary Figure S7C). The aver-
age transcript lengths varied by 13 bp for the four quar-
tiles of length but the position of the +1 nucleosome varied
<3 bp, indicating that transcript length was not affected di-
rectly by the position of the +1 nucleosome (Supplementary
Figure S7D).

DISCUSSION

We have determined with base pair precision the 5′ and 3′
ends of exceptionally high numbers of promoter-proximal
nascent RNAs from HeLa cells. When we aligned the TSSs
from these RNAs, striking sequence patterns were evident.
The distinctive sequence signature from −35 to +30 in-
cludes all documented Pol II promoter elements from func-
tional studies (10,13,16) and exactly encompasses the re-
ported footprint of TFIID on DNA (4,7,46,47,59). The
presence of this sequence signature is remarkably robust. It
is readily apparent for 177 098 MaxTSSs contained within
20 bp wide TSRs, or for 62 381 MaxTSSs centrally posi-
tioned within 200 bp TSRs, or simply when we consider all
522 186 TSSs with more than 10 reads (Figures 2A, Supple-

mentary Figure S2A, 3B). Importantly, it is also apparent
for promoters whose strength varies by more than three or-
ders of magnitude. These observations point unavoidably
to the conclusion that human Pol II promoters are all or-
ganized around a single core, which is a TFIID binding site
(Figure 8A). The only exceptions are the RPG promoters
(Supplementary Figure S2D) and the Pol II promoters for
U series RNAs, which we excluded from our analysis. While
this paper was in review, Fant et al. (60) reported that TFIID
is essential for pausing downstream of both Drosophila and
human promoters. Given that pausing occurs at nearly all
Pol II promoters (18–20), this finding independently sup-
ports the idea that Pol II promoters are centered on TFIID
binding sites.

Stringent nuclear isolation protocols to freeze Pol II in its
paused location in the cell prior to run-on analysis (37) al-
low greater insight into sequence elements that direct paus-
ing. The TPSs from the MaxTSS to MaxTPS control m7G
dataset and the MaxTPSs from the TPR sets are the most
frequently used pause sites from nearby TSSs. We observe
clear sequence preferences at and upstream of these pause
sites (Figures 1B, 4D, 8A). The range of these preferred se-
quences coincides with the expected position of the tran-
scription bubble or in the case of G at −10, the point
at which the DNA strands initially reanneal (61). This G
residue is particularly noteworthy because this base is fa-
vored at the analogous location for paused bacterial RNA
polymerase (62).

Once the nascent RNA emerges from within Pol II the
cap is added immediately, at about 18 nt (63). We now show
that the m7G modification does not take place until the
nascent RNA is at least 30 nt (Figure 4A). For those RNAs
with m7G caps, pausing occurs primarily over a relatively
narrow range, from +30 to +50, and that range is essen-
tially independent of promoter strength. However, while
the lengths of RNAs without cap modification overlap the
range of m7G RNAs, a substantial fraction of cap-only
RNAs are <30 nt and this fraction does increase with pro-
moter strength (Figure 4A). This effect could, in part, be the
basis for the earlier observation in Drosophila cells that the
strongest promoters preferentially support shorter paused
RNAs (21).

A sequence element called the pause button (KCRWCG)
was correlated in earlier work to high levels of promoter
proximal pausing in Drosophila cells (64). We have not ex-
plored the relative extent of escape into productive elonga-
tion for the HeLa cell promoters so we cannot comment
directly on the relationship of the elements we report here
with pause release. The pause button did not map to pause
sites but instead frequently coincided with downstream pro-
moter elements (DPEs). The Drosophila DPE would corre-
spond to a downstream segment of the core promoter sig-
nature we identify. Very recently, Shao et al. (65) reported
a correlation of efficient escape into productive elongation
in Drosophila with features of the Inr, particularly a pref-
erence for G at +2. We also see G as the preferred +2 base,
especially for the strongest promoters (Figure 3A), but we
have not ranked the HeLa promoters based on relative effi-
ciency of escape from pausing.

The sequences surrounding Pol II TSSs not only revealed
a characteristic promoter signature, but also the presence of
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Figure 7. DFF-Seq. Nuclei from flavopiridol treated cells were digested with DFF as described in Methods and libraries from the isolated DNA were
prepared and sequenced. (A) Fragment lengths from 140 to 185 bp were used to generate a heatmap (1000 × ∼1700 pixels) for the interval ±1 kb centered
on the MaxTSS of the MaxTSS to MaxTPS control m7G dataset, sorted as indicated (All). In addition, intervals for only those promoters with TATA
elements (first T of TATA from −34 to −29) were used for a separate heatmap (1000 × 632 pixels). (B) Fragment lengths from 140 to 185 bp were used to
generate a heatmap (1000 × ∼1700 pixels) for the interval ±1 kb centered on the MaxTSS in the 62 381 member control m7G dataset selected using 200
bp TSRs, sorted as indicated. (C) Fractional base distributions for A, C, G, T and CTC (inset) for the 200 bp TSR dataset for the regions indicated. (D)
Metaplots of the 177 098 and 62 381 member datasets in (A) and (B). (E) Metaplot of the TATA promoters from (A). (F) Comparison of metaplots of all
177,098 TSRs with the top 1% based of TSS strength. (G) Metaplot of the 77 ribosomal protein gene promoters.
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Figure 8. Models. (A) Model summarizing our findings. Promoter recognition occurs through interaction of TFIID with sequences surrounding the TSS
and with a positioned +1 nucleosome. Pausing is influenced by both downstream sequence and through blockage by the downstream +1 nucleosome. The
location of CTC and PDE sequence elements are indicated. (B) Unification of focused and dispersed promoters through focused and dispersed TSRs.
Each major TSS is generated by a promoter directing a single preinitiation complex which can support only a narrow range (∼±5 bp) of alternative TSSs.
Focused TSRs have one major promoter and dispersed TSRs have several or many dispersed promoters. Human transcription does not follow the yeast
model with a single PIC generating many TSSs over a very wide (up to 100 bp) range.

another sequence, the PDE, which could impact the loca-
tion of the +1 nucleosome. From +50 to +200 downstream
of the TSSs the individual bases in the MaxTSS to MaxTPS,
Selected and 200 bp TSR datasets (Figures 5A and 7C) all
vary with a 10 bp periodicity characteristic of a nucleosome
positioning element. The presence of +1 nucleosomes in the
locations predicted by the PDE was demonstrated by se-
quencing nucleosome-length fragments protected from the
DFF nuclease (Figure 7A, B). Since DFF lacks RNase ac-
tivity, we could independently verify that +1 nucleosomes
are present at the expected locations by nuclear run-off af-
ter DFF cleavage (Figure 6F, G). Crucially, use of Pol II as
the reporter of nucleosome position demonstrates directly
that paused polymerases are in many cases actually in con-
tact with the +1 nucleosome, thereby significantly extending
our understanding of the mechanisms governing the earliest
stages of transcript elongation. All of our results place a +1
nucleosome at a relatively fixed distance from the TSS (Fig-
ure 8A), which would be consistent with a positive interac-
tion between the downstream edge of the PIC and the nu-
cleosome (see also (15)). Earlier work reported such an in-
teraction between TAFs and nucleosomal histones that de-
pended on specific histone modifications (25,26), but those
studies did not indicate a preferred rotational specificity and
spacing between the nucleosome and TSS that our results
demonstrate.

Does the +1 nucleosome play a role in pausing? The av-
erage pause location is +41 and the upstream edge of the
+1 nucleosome is roughly +42, so the +1 nucleosome is
clearly positioned to contribute to pausing in most cases.
As just noted, run-off RNA synthesis after DFF cleavage
shows that at least half of Pol II pauses in close contact

with the +1 nucleosome (Figure 6). Blocking the transi-
tion into productive elongation by flavopiridol treatment of
cells leads to increases in the fraction of Pol II interacting
with the first nucleosome. However, the +1 nucleosome is
not substantially displaced downstream for promoters with
longer paused RNAs (Supplementary Figure S7D). Paus-
ing preferentially occurs within particular sequences which
are distinct from the sequences associated with pausing well
downstream of the promoter (Figures 2D and 4D, E). Thus,
promoter-proximal pausing is most likely driven by a com-
bination of sequences that favor pausing, the immediate
proximity of the +1 nucleosome, and the known factors that
antagonize early elongation (Figure 8A).

The core promoter sequence signature is nearly invariant
over most of the range of TSS read values. Therefore, the
strength of Pol II promoters is not primarily determined
by core promoter sequence. The region immediately up-
stream of the core promoter is typically occupied by com-
plexes which protect <120 bp from DFF cleavage. Impor-
tantly, the level of this occupancy is correlated with pro-
moter strength (Supplementary Figure S7B). Regulatory
factors associating with this region will orchestrate the loss
of nucleosomes from the promoter and recruit the tran-
scriptional machinery. The effectiveness of that recruitment
will play a major role in determining promoter strength.
Within the nucleosome-free regions, Pol II and the GTFs
will search for the best local match(es) to the core pro-
moter signature sequence. For most transcriptionally active
regions, more than one usable match may be identified (for
example, ACBD3, Figure 1B). Presumably, these matches
will be less than optimal for the majority of promoters. Such
suboptimal promoter matches should occur far more often
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in the genome than we actually detect in functional assays
in nuclei. This reinforces the essential role of the upstream
factors in clearing away promoter-bound nucleosomes to
reveal any local promoter possibilities. Interestingly, late
in human cytomegalovirus infection hundreds of HCMV
genomes accumulate that are thought to lack nucleosomes.
We recently showed that such HCMV templates support
much higher levels of transcript initiation per bp than the
host genome (39).

Our findings provide a more complete, unified model of
the human RNA polymerase II promoter, in which a core
promoter signature encompassing the TFIID DNA foot-
print directs PIC assembly. The possible TSSs for each PIC
have a narrow (∼±5 bp) spread (Figure 3E and 8B, top)
and thus, all Pol II promoters are essentially focused. It is
unnecessary to postulate distinct focused and dispersed pro-
moter classes. Instead, individual focused promoters may
be dispersed to varying extents within transcriptionally ac-
tive regions (Figure 8B, middle). We note that our results
are not consistent with the Pol II promoter architecture in
yeast (Figure 8B, bottom), in which a single PIC supports
TSSs distributed over a broad (up to 100 bp) downstream
range (66,67).
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